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FIDUCIA GAD expands  
Cash Cycle Optimization Services 

 
FIDUCIA GAD Subsidiaries TSG and RatioData expand  
their service offering with planfocus® Cash Cycle Optimizer 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIDUCIA GAD IT AG is one of Germany’s largest IT Service Centers. All 
1,100 Cooperative Banks as well as numerous private banks are among its 
clients. In order to better plan and monitor cash handling, its service 
subsidiaries Technology Service GmbH (TSG) and RatioData IT Solutions 
& Services GmbH, expand their use of the cash management solution 
CCO® from planfocus. With the help of advanced forecasting algorithms, 
cost-optimal cash stocks and deliveries are calculated precisely and 
implemented in daily replenishment practice. Thanks to this thought-out 
solution approach, FIDUCIA GAD is now able to save considerable costs 
and time in its service offering for cooperative and private banks.  
 
Highlights: 

§ Service subsidiaries of FIDUCIA GAD IT AG 
§ The largest service providers for credit unions and cooperatives 

banks in Germany. 
§ Implementation of CCO® – CCO/Basis, CCO/LiveInventories,  

CCO/Planner, CCO/Syncro – CCO/Transport, CCO/CashEDI 
§ Cost reduction thanks to automated advanced order planning 

 
Situation 

 
TSG and Ratiodata decided to expand the use of the cash management 

solution CCO® to optimize cash logistics for their client banks. Originally 

migrating its cooperative banks to the CCO® solution in 2010 (from a 

previous system in use), many additional cooperative banks signed up to 

TSG’s solution offering since then. After the merger of parent company 

FIDUCIA with GAD, TSG has re-confirmed and extended its service 

offering for the cooperative banking group in Germany. Together, TSG and 

Ratiodata use the CCO® solution to offer their cash management-services 

to over 1.100 cooperative banks. 

 

 
FIDUCIA GAD IT AG 

With more than 1.100 cooperative 
banks and over 38,300 connected self 
service systems, FIDUCIA GAD is one 
of Germany’s largest IT Service 
Centers, providing standard banking 
systems and IT infrastructure to its 
clients. 

More information: www.fiduciagad.de 
 

TSG is a service subsidiary  
of FIDUCIA IT AG, and is the largest 
service provider for credit unions and 
cooperative banks in Germany. Core 
business is the holistic service for the 
self-service components of the banks. 

More information: 
www.technologieservices.de 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 Solution 

 
CCO® offers financial institutions a high-performance 
multivendor cash management solution to better plan and 
monitor the cash supply chain. The solution controls, 
optimizes and monitors all cash points – such as ATMs, 
Deposit Machines, Cash Recycling Systems, Teller Cash 
Recyclers and POS workstations – to analyze cash stocks 
and deployment of the CiT (cash-in-transit). 
 
In an extensive migration project to prepare for a smooth 
roll-over of the newly added credit institutions, functional 
adjustments were made in CCO® to meet the client 
expectations and allow for further automation of their 
specific branch ordering processes. In the migration, the 
existing historical data structures from the legacy system 
were full reused and the project was aligned to use of the 
overall existing infrastructure.  
 
Already in the previous introduction phase of CCO® at 
TSG / FIDUCIA, the solution was quickly accepted by the 
cash agents of TSG and the CITs, and successively 
broadened to over 100 credit institutions. The decision was 
made to further extend the scope to Ratiodata during the 
merger of FIDUCIA and GAD. The decisive factors  were, 
among others, the high degree of automation in the CCO® 
software and the associated time savings in the 
processing of daily business. 
 
“After the successful and increased use for over 100 
cooperative FIDUCIA banks over 3 years, we are now 
expanding our service offering gradually for the newly 
added GAD banks handled at Ratiodata as well, as we 
have achieved a significant improvements in our planning 
dependability, the cost situation and availability of the 
systems,” said Johann Fortner, managing director of TSG. 
“Depending upon their objectives or resources, the 
customers of FIDUCIA GAD can choose between hosting 
and full service of their cash logistics.” 
 
“Automating cash processes is increasingly gaining 
importance for financial institutions and CITs. With the help 
of CCO® and our services, we offer a master plan that 
helps achieve significant short and long term optimization 
of cash supply costs and service quality,” emphasizes Dr. 
Joachim Walser, planfocus managing director. 
 

 

About planfocus  
 
planfocus® software, headquartered in Munich/Germany, 
is the technology leader for solutions to optimize the cash 
supply chain. In 2014, its CCO® solution fully automatically 
generated cash orders in the volume of over 150 billion 
Euros total for ATMs, bank and retail branches. planfocus® 

means next generation cash management and return on 
investment within a very short time! 
 
Since its founding in 2004, planfocus® has developed to 
become an international leader in the field of optimized 
cash supply chain management. planfocus® together with 
its partners is widely known for its technical expertise, 
reliability and competence in supply chain optimization and 
cash handling systems. CCO® is a highly configurable, 
high-performance solution that includes the most 
advanced forecasting and planning algorithms in the 
industry, yet remains easy-to-maintain.  
 
The CCO® solution is one of the most widely used 
solutions across EUrope. Our references include some of 
the largest banking data centers, such as Finanz 
Informatik (Sparkassen Finanzgruppe), FIDUCIA GAD IT 
AG, Deutsche Postbank (VOEB-ZVD), Deutsche Bank as 
well as numerous international banking institutions. At 
planfocus®, we work hard to meet the goals of achieving 
maximum savings and highest quality for our customers.  

 


